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Executive Summary
The Shenandoah Valley Tourism Partnership (SVTP) began in 2016 as a
professional collaboration between eleven government-funded Destination
Marketing Organizations (DMOs) representing fourteen tourism-forward
municipalities stretching from Winchester to Lexington in the Shenandoah Valley
of Virginia. SVTP works in conjunction with the Shenandoah Valley Travel
Association (SVTA), a separate membership-based organization. SVTP officially
launched its current website, VirginiasShenandoahValley.com, in May 2017.
SVTA is looking to improve the functionality, content, and look of the existing
website to aid visitors, group tour operators, wedding planners, the media, and
other groups interested in exploring the Shenandoah Valley. The following report
will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Audit of the current site
Business goals
Opportunities for growth of content
Core strategic statement
KPIs
Recommended design

Business Goals
Business Goal #1: Increase awareness of the Shenandoah Valley as a visitor
destination in target markets.
Business Goal #2: Increase visitor spending and produce a substantial economic
impact for the Shenandoah Valley.
Business Goal #3: Promote partner destinations.

Users
Users who are visiting the SVPT website are looking at traveling to the area and
are searching for places to stay, eat, and seasonal activities. They may have little
to no familiarity with the area.
Visitors might also be interested in wedding planning, which can increase local
vendor revenue. There should be detailed information for area venues,
restaurants, and partner destinations.
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Content
Current Status of Content
The current site uses a drop-down menu with eight categories. There are videos
and images throughout the pages that are related to the content. Each section
has a landing page, which offers a short introduction.

The navigation drop-down creates an extra step for the user; combining several
of the categories will provide a better user experience. The user can find the
content they are looking for by utilizing the search function for assistance. The
more information/newsletter button is prominent at the bottom of the page for
quick user access.
SVPT does a great job of engaging users through social media on Facebook. All
posts direct users back to their website to find more information.
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Opportunities for Content
There are always opportunities for improvement. Although the videos are
engaging, they take up a large portion of the page; resizing them into a smaller
frame would improve the layout. On the home page banner, the rotating videos
used to highlight the area also take up a significant area of the page. Again,
resizing them into a smaller frame would move up relevant content to further
engage the user. The home page banner would also be an excellent place to
highlight area restaurants or upcoming events, which would increase traffic to
those pages. If you combine the navigation into fewer categories, it makes the
UX a smooth flow for the user. SVPT should portray themselves as the experts in
Shenandoah Valley travel showing the users how to experience the Valley's full
potential. Adding visitor testimonials onto their website will help to entice the
users to visit the area.
Additionally, to increase engagement, the website should promote their social
media links also at the top of their site. Many users are looking for up-to-date
information that weekly posts could provide.
The key is to increase awareness of what SVPT has to offer visitors. By showing
seasonal activities, events, restaurants, and hotels, visitors can envision their trip.
Strong calls to action are crucial to pulling the user into the corresponding pages.
The content should result in the user taking action, and should tell a story of what
the area has to offer. Revisit the content often to align the Core Strategy
Statement to ensure that it is working to achieve the business goals.
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Core Strategy Statement
"A content strategy statement lays out the who, what, when, where, why, and
how for all of your company's content creation. It sets the destination and lets
everyone know how you're going to get there." (Olive & Co, 2018). The core
strategy statement will help ensure SVPT is meeting its business goals by
increasing the number of people who engage with SVPT's website.
To increase the number of people who visit the Shenandoah Valley area,
growing the local business revenue, and showing visitors all that SVPT has to
offer.
Messaging Framework
"A message framework clarifies what you want your audiences to know and
believe about you, and tries to prove that this message is true" (Casey, 2015).
While you write the core strategy statement for SVPT, you write the messaging
framework from the users' perspective. You want to establish the first impression
of how a user feels. How did the user feel once they understood what the site is
providing? Next, is the value statement that describes the value supplied? And
lastly, is there proof that the user feels the way the organization intended?
First Impression: I want to learn more
Value Statement: SVPT has a lot of resources to assist users in finding out
more about Shenandoah Valley and where to explore.
Proof: The content is well laid out and easy to navigate. I can find resources,
events, further information about where to stay, how to travel, and where to
eat.
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Key Performance Indicators
Based on the strategy and business goals mentioned above, I recommend the
following KPIs:
1. Page view – (Increase awareness of SVPT) – Monitor traffic to the site from
social media and where users are clicking within site. Are they leaving
before learning more about SVPT? What pages attract them? Are the
pages what they clicked on from a social media post? This metric will show
how the content is directing users.
2. Conversion rate - (develop partnerships) – One of the goals is to increase
local revenue. Tracking how users are booking trips through email
marketing, social media traffic back to the site, and site visitors will help to
understand where content efforts need to increase.
3. Site exits – (share knowledge and learnings) - This metric will show when
users are leaving the site. Is the content compelling enough to keep them
engaged, or are they frustrated and leaving the site. It will show whether
users are finding the information they desire or exiting before they find the
information.
The above KPI's are recommended based on the goals and the Core Strategy
Statement of getting users engaged within the organization to become
informed, interested, and ready to travel, whether they are single, a family, or
looking to book an event.
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Content Audit
The following report is a content audit and analysis report about The
Shenandoah Valley website. This organization's mission is to increase awareness
of the Shenandoah Valley as a visitor destination in our target markets, stimulate
overnight stays, promote our partner destinations, increase visitor spending and
produce a substantial economic impact for the Shenandoah Valley.
The tool used to obtain the results was Screaming Frog SEO. The information
found in the audit included URL/page numbers, image numbers, titles, and meta
descriptions. The content analysis compared two similar sites, Outer Banks, and
Explore Georgia.
After conducting the content audit with the Screaming Frog SEO Spider, I was
able to determine that there are 385 internal and 328 external URLs.
Internally there are 107 HTMLs,
26 JavaScript, 24 CSS, 221 images, and 7
PDFs.

Externally there are 257 HTMLs,
2 JavaScript, 2 CSS, 37 images,
0 other, and 4 unknown.
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Site Architecture
The navigation could be frustrating for the user. The drop-down needs to be
accessed each time to navigate to another page. Suggest top navigation for
ease-of-use and simplicity for all levels of expertise.

Each of the eight categories in the drop-down takes you to the corresponding
page.
On the bottom of the page, there are links to Facebook, sign up for the
newsletter, and links to local partners. Additionally, from any page within the
website, you can click on the logo at the top left to return to the home page.
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Title Tags
Screaming Frog Spider shows that 100% of Shenandoah Valley URLs have page
titles with 9 being duplicates, 26 having over 60 characters, and 0 with less than
30 characters. The titles are descriptive, letting the user know what they are
viewing.
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Meta Descriptions
The Meta descriptions show 83 missing, 0 having less than 70 characters, and 5 of
them having over 155 characters.
One example of a longer meta description from The Shenandoah Valley is:
"Get the insider scoop and find out what's happening in the Shenandoah Valley with
our Blog, where you'll find helpful suggestions to plan your
next trip."
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Content Sources
Shenandoah Valley uses Twitter and Facebook as their social media sites to send
information out to their visitors. They are consistent in branding and engaging
with the user as well as keeping up-to-date with new content.
Using social media offers SVPT an additional resource to drive traffic back to
their website. They are able to reach more people and provide updates on
events; they keep their visitors informed and engaged.
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Content Recommendation
Throughout the site, there are blocks of copy that do not flow into the next
paragraph. Suggest revisiting the text for each page and including an
introduction with a strong call to action. The body copy should flow smoothly to
the next paragraph and be pertinent to the content of the page.
Current page:
Agriculture is an honored tradition in Today's Shenandoah Valley.
Video
You have just watched "Formed by Mountains, Fed by Family Farms".
Plan your trip, where you can taste the homegrown products of the largest agricultural producing region of the state.
Local food and drinks are around every corner. Visitors will not leave hungry after visiting Virginia's Shenandoah
Valley.

Suggested copy:
<headline> Eats & Drinks
<Small frame video>
<body copy>
Eat your heart out in Shenandoah Valley, where restaurant and dining options
range from casual to fine dining, and you'll find all types of cuisines — from
traditional comfort food and barbecue to locally sourced vegetarian fare.
<call to action>
Here is a list of Shenandoah Valley restaurants to enjoy year-round.
<body copy>
Explore the rich flavors of Shenandoah Valley wines, beers, and spirits through
tours, tasting rooms, and events throughout the year.
<call to action> Here is a list of breweries and wineries to visit all year.
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Content Analysis
The content on the SVPT site speaks to its mission and its visitors. Their brand
voice and mission statement are consistent across their website and social
media. All platforms are easy to read and find information.
When SVPT posts to social media, they utilize content and appropriate images
that direct supporters back to their site. The content will contain a link that
directs them to the page applicable to the post's content for a smooth user
experience.
I used competitor sites in this report that were similar in their mission. Outer
Banks does not use the social media pages linked on their page, nor was I able to
find pages for this site. They had limited page titles and Meta descriptions, which
leads to poor engagement and less site traffic. Explore Georgia similarly uses
social media as SVPT. Although they lack page titles and Meta descriptions
similar to SVPT, they are engaged with their supporters on social media in much
the same way as SVPT.
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Content Conclusion
The SVPT site needs to make design and content changes that can continue to
grow and engage users. This growth will help the site meet the business goals by
focusing on the Core Strategy Statement and the Messaging Framework.
Maintaining updated and refreshed content will keep users coming back. Please
refer to the following pages for suggested structure and design revisions.
By becoming the expert in all things within Shenandoah Valley, SVPT will be able
to engage the user and remain connected with the community. Continued
outreach through events is essential to highlight on the home page of the site
with strong calls to action while providing seasonal information for the users.
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Prioritization
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Site Map
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Core Model
GOAL
Before a
destination
favorite

CORE LIST
Travel ideas

CORE PAGE
Family Fun

Generate local
business

Introduce local
businesses to visit

Dining & lodging

Build an outdoor
adventure
following

Social media and
newsletter connection

Connect

Become a
trusted area
resource

Tips, travel information
and local spots

Resources
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CORE PAGE CONTENT
Season
Activities
Locations
Reviews/Quotes
Name
Description
Reviews/stars
Family friendly
Price range
Social links
Sign up for newsletter
Blog updates
News updates
Travel information
Weather widget
Local resource links for area
websites
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Wireframe – Home Pages
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Wireframe – Family Fun
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Wireframe – Dining & Lodging
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Wireframe - Connect
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Wireframe - About
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Wireframe - Resources
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